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One stop-shop for market
watchers

The Art of Logic
by Dr Eugenia Cheng

Black Sea, Eurasia & SEE
Countries in the Spotlight

See at a glance the weekly performance of major
stock indices of world stock markets across six
continents.
p.2 &15

Split into three parts, this practical and inspiring guide will help you make sense in a world
p.5
that doesn't

Politics, Economy, Business, Capital
Markets, Opinion, Analysis, News
p.10-11
& Data

This Week’s Matter

US ELECTIONS THRILLER 2020

USA:

Sen. T. Cruz says
Presidential race
isn’t over

The Battle for the White
House is still Raging

Texas Republican Senator Ted Cruz
said the election isn't over until legal
battles are fought. “I believe President
Trump still has a path to victory,” Cruz
told Fox News on Sunday. “And that
path is to count every single legal vote
that was cast, but also not to [count]
any votes that were fraudulently
passed or illegally cast, and we have a
legal process to determine what’s legal
and what isn’t,” he added. "The media
does not get to select our President.
The American people get to elect our
President," he said.

RUSSIA:

Do news outlets decide who is President in the USA?
mericans headed to the polls
on Tuesday (Nov. 3) to vote for
their President and Vice President. For days, people around
the world have been glued to the White
House race because it is not just the US
that the election of a new president affects. A new leader in the White House
can transform the country's foreign
policy. Major U.S. news outlets projected Saturday that Joe Biden has
been elected President of the United
States. Incumbent President Donald
Trump has sued in several states,
claiming widespread voter fraud.

A

Counting continues to determine the
final results. Elections don't get certified until the counting is complete and
all outstanding legal issues are sorted.
Dec. 8 is the deadline for resolving
election disputes at the state level.
Many world leaders have been cautious about the US election, waiting
for all legal issues to be resolved before
sending their congratulations. Among
them Russian President Vladimir
Putin, Chinese President Xi Jinping,
Mexican President Andrés Manuel,
Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro, to
name a few. Other key international

figures like German chancellor Angela
Merkel, French president Emmanuel
Macron, UK Prime Minister Boris
Johnson, Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu and King
Salman bin Abdulaziz and Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman of
Saudi Arabia have congratulated Joe
Biden. Saturday’s election verdict isn’t
the last step in selecting an American
president.
There is still a weekslong timeline during which the Electoral College picks
the president.

Kremlin on results
of US election
The Kremlin said it would wait for
the official results of the U.S. presidential election before commenting
on the outcome. Speaking to reporters, Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov added that Russian President
Vladimir Putin had repeatedly said he
was ready to work with any U.S.
leader, Reuters reported.
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One stop-shop for Market Watchers ( pages 02 & 15 )
See at a glance the weekly performance of main indices of world
stock markets. All figures refer to the performance during Nov. 0206, 2020 (weekly % change). World Markets undertakes all reasonable efforts to ensure the data included in this section was correct
at the time of publication.
For corrections send an email at: editorial@investopress.com
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USA - Atlanta ( ICE )

UK - London ( LSEG )

Energy Open Interest +9% y/y

LSEG invests in PrimaryBid

Intercontinental
Exchange,
NYSE’s parent company, on
Nov.4 reported October 2020
trading volume and related revenue statistics.
October Highlights include: Energy open interest (OI) up 9% y/y
in October, Gasoil OI up 3% y/y,

London Stock Exchange Group
(LSEG) has made a minority investment in PrimaryBid, a technology platform which connects retail
investors with listed companies
raising capital.
The investment was made as part
of PrimaryBid’s $50m Series B
funding round and builds upon

Other Oil OI up 2% y/y; October
ADV up 42% y/y, Heating oil OI
up 24% y/y; ADV up 75% y/y,
RBOB gasoline OI up 23% y/y;
ADV up 172% y/y, Asia Refined
products OI up 14%; ADV up
17% y/y, North American natural gas OI up 17% y/y.
02-08 Nov.

London Stock Exchange’s existing
collaboration with PrimaryBid.
As a result of the investment LSEG
will hold a circa 9%* stake in PrimaryBid and Charlie Walker,
Head of Equity and Fixed Income,
Primary Markets at LSE will join
the Board as a non-Executive Director.

WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY
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IN FOCUS
Energy Markets Up,
Gold Rallies
For the week the Brent crude
gained 5.3% and the WTI crude
booked a gain of 3.8%, supported
by a surprise draw in US crude
stockpiles last week and signs that
OPEC+ is considering a possible
extension of oil production restrictions into Q1 2021. Gold booked a
4% weekly gain.

P.

Brent crude futures settled 3.6% lower at $39.45 a barrel on Friday, WTI crude futures
settled 4.3% lower at $37.14 while gold settled 0.2% higher at $1952.3 an ounce.
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from the Editor

RED

An ElectionFree Note

REMITS

JOBS

The amount of money migrant
workers send home is projected
to decline 14% globally by 2021
when compared to pre-Covid19 levels in 2019, according estimates published in a World
Bank report.

The US recorded 80,666 job
cuts in October, marking the
lowest number in seven
months and a 32% drop compared to the prior month,
Challenger, Gray & Christmas Inc. said in their report
on Thursday.

W

e have just witnessed an
eventful week in which the
focus was on the mostawaited political event of the year
– US Presidential Election, which
will affect the world economy, alliances and trade agreements.
There is very little I can say on
this subject which commentators
have not said already, though it is
sure to dominate the narrative, and
plenty of column inches. So instead of talking politics,
let’s talk about markets:
Asia and Europe moved
higher. The Stoxx 600
advanced 7%, rallying
strongly from the May
Kyriaki lows printed the Friday
Balkoudi before last. U.S. stocks
Editor logged their best weekly
gain since early April. The VIX,
an index that measures investors’
expectations of market volatility
over the next 30 days, fell around
35%, the sharpest weekly decline
since April. An impressive US
labour market report showed the
jobs recovery continued well in
October. The U.S. economy added
638,000 new jobs last month, topping most economists’ estimates,
pushing the unemployment rate
down to 6.9%, its lowest level
since March. Furthermore, with
the busiest week of earnings season now behind and nearly 90% of
S&P 500 companies having released their results, the number of
firms that had beaten expectations
remained at or near a record level
as of Friday, according to FactSet.
Looks like stock markets around
the world reacted very positively
to the fact that a great deal of the
election uncertainty has passed.
Let’s see how long will that last
and what the next 10 weeks
bring.
WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY

SILVER
Silver rose 1% to settle at a near
seven-week high of $25.6 an
ounce on Friday, notching a
weekly gain of 8.3%, the
biggest rise since August as the
dollar continued to fall.

FDI

RETAIL
The seasonally adjusted volume
of retail trade annually rose by
less-than-expected 2.1% in September in the European Union,
Eurostat said. Compared to the
previous month, retail sales declined 1.7%.

INDUSTRY
New orders for German manufactured goods edged up 0.5%
month-over-month in September of 2020, below an upwardly
revised 4.9% jump in August.
The data was below expectations for a 1.5 percent rise.

VIEW

GREEN

SERVICES
The growth of the UK's services
sector slowed in October to a
four-month low, with a slump in
demand for customer-facing
service providers, especially
those in the hotels, restaurants
and catering category. The IHS
Markit/CIPS Services purchasing managers’ index (PMI) was
51.4 last month.

China's total paid-in foreign investment is expected to reach
$690 billion in the 2016-2020
period, a statistical bulletin
showed on Thursday. From
2016 to 2019, the country's
total paid-in foreign investment
was $549.6 billion, with an average annual growth of 1%.

BONDS

The Bank of England increased
the size of its bond-buying program by a larger-than-expected
£150 billion to £875 billion, as
the country entered a new coronavirus lockdown.
02-08 Nov.
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Pascal Blanque
Amundi CIO

Liquidity risks
remain high
nprecedented central bank
(CB) support helped global
asset management industry
navigate through the Covid-19 crisis
but liquidity blues remain, according
to a new Amundi Asset Management
report. While central bank money has
flooded financial markets “dislocations remain”, the Amundi “blue
paper” published last week says, with
overall liquidity conditions “now
thinner and more expensive than it
was before the outbreak”.
“As a result, liquidity remains vulnerable to market movements and to
idiosyncratic news that could cause
it to dry up quickly, especially in EM
[emerging markets],” the study says.
“Liquidity must be integrated as a
key dimension in the portfolio construction process, as it’s the third pillar in addition to risk andreturn.
Investors should no longer consider
liquidity as exogenous and ex-post,
an irregularly measured static element, but as a constantex-ante endogenous dimension of portfolio
construction.
Liquidity should become one of the
portfolio construction metrics and investors should make assumptions on
the future dynamics of market liquidity as they do for all other portfolio
metrics.
This requires a large effort: collecting
data, building methodologies, and
setting norms and measurements.”

U
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Politics & Elections

Swinging Between Gains
and Losses in Volatile Trade

- Algeria’s draft Constitution amendment has been approved by 66.80%
of votes expressed during the referendum held, according to the
preliminary results announced Monday, in Algiers, by chairman of the
National Independent Authority of
Elections (ANIE) Mohamed Charfi in
a press conference.
-Incumbent president of the Ivory
Coast Alassane Ouattara is declared
the victor of the latest presidential
election which has been
boycotted by the political opposition
as a third term for Ouattara was
deemed unconstitutional. The election
was overshadowed by deadly
clashes with at least 30 casualities,
DW reported on Tuesday.
-In Egypt, on Sunday the Day 2 of
Parliamentary Elections' second stage
started.
- In Kenya, a law requiring contestants for MP and MCA seats to have a
university degree qualification is set
to take effect in the 2022
general election. MCAs have vowed
to move to court next week to
challenge the law, Daily Nation reported.

Social

The world has been put on a heightened famine alert with a new report
by two United Nations agencies that
contains a stark warning; four
countries contain areas that could
soon slip into famine if conditions
there undergo "any further deterioration over the coming months". These
are Burkina Faso in West Africa's
Sahel region, northeastern Nigeria,
South Sudan and Yemen.

CHART of the WEEK
Oct. 2020

49.4 pt

Source: CENTR. BANK of NIGERIA

● Nigeria Manufacturing PMI
The Manufacturing Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI), for the
month of October, witnessed a
contraction for the 6th consecutive
month, as it stood at 49.4 index
points, from 46.9 in September.
Still, the rate of decline was the
softest in the current sequence, as
new orders rebounded (51.2 vs
46.4 in September) and output stabilized (50 vs 47.3).
P.4

African stock markets swung
between gains and losses on
Monday. Botswana’s ASI ticked
down 0.03% and Dar Es
Salaam’s ASI fell 0.09% while
Egypt’s EGX30 lost 0.26%.
The South Africa FTSE/JSE
Africa was higher by 1.81%.
Nigeria’s ASI dropped 0.17%.
Nairobi’s ASI advanced 0.51%.
Namibia’s Overall Index was up
1.55%. Uganda’s ASI lost
0.66% while Zimbabwe’s ASI
decreased by 0.03%.
Stocks continued to trade mixed
on Tuesday. Botswana’s DCI
lost 0.12% and Dar Es Salaam’s
ASI
fell 0.15% while Egypt’s
EGX30 moved up 0.79%. The
South Africa FTSE/JSE Africa
was higher by 1.08%.
Nigeria’s ASI climbed 0.83%.
Nigeria’s ASI added 0.83%
while Nairobi’s ASI lost 0.13%.
Namibia’s Overall spiked
3.40%. In Mauritius, the ASI
was off 0.13%.
Uganda’s ASI was down 0.55%
while Zimbabwe’s ASI increased by 1.95%. Wednesdaywas another day of mixed

results. Dar Es Salaam’s ASI
gained 0.24% while Egypt’s
EGX30 moved up 0.43%. The
South Africa FTSE/JSE Africa
was higher by 0.88%. Nigeria’s
ASI ticked up 0.03%. Nairobi’s
ASI fell 0.28%.
Namibia’s Overall Index declined 0.58%. In Mauritius, the
ASI was off 0.37%.
Uganda’s ASI lost 0.75% while
Zimbabwe’s ASI decreased by
0.54%. Equities continued their
mixed performance on Thursday. Botswana’s DCI ticked
down 0.06% while Dar Es
Salaam’s ASI fell 0.18%.
Egypt’s EGX30 moved up
0.69%.
The South Africa FTSE/JSE Africa
spiked 2.92%. Casablanca’s MASI
rose 0.09%. Malawi’s ASI depreciated by 0.21%. Nigeria’s ASI
ticked down 0.01%. Nairobi’s ASI
grew 0.51%.
Namibia’s Overall Index lost
0.03%. In Mauritius, the ASI was
up 0.27%. Uganda’s ASI declined
0.11% while Zimbabwe’s ASI
climbed 0.38%.
Stocks headed into the weekend
mostly higher.

AFRICAN BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
AUTOMOTIVE

▪Motus Share
Price Surges

● CRD Motus, a diouth Africa’s
versified (non-manufacturing) business in the
automotive sector, saw its share
price climb as high as 34% on
Friday, before
• K closing at just
14% for the day. In its trading
update earlier on Frisay, Motus
said South Africa’s new vehicle
sales had been improving on an
average of 35400 per month,
compared toTran
45026 a month in
2019. The group also said it expected total sales for the year to
be 355000 to 375000, increasing
up to 440000 for 2021. Motus
traces its roots
● We back to 1948,
when its founding company Imperial Holdings Limited started
as a single motor dealership in
downtown Johannesburg. In

S
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2017 after a
strategic portfolio optimis a t i o n
consolidation
and realignment of Imperial Holdings'
businesses,
Motus
was
created as a separate holding
company for all the automotive
businesses within the group.
Motus was listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange in November 2018. The company,
employing over 17 500 people,
has also a selected international
presence primarily in the UK
and Australia, as well as a limited presence in South East Asia
and Southern and East Africa.
(Picture: Motus CEO Osman
Arbee)

MSCI
▶ South Africa
▶ EFM Africa EX SA

9,56 %
1.62 %

(Note: Weekly Change %)

NEWS TO WATCH

S.Sudan c-bank
gov dismissed
South Sudan's President Salva Kiir
on Monday dismissed Central Bank
governor Jamal Wani, The East
African reported. In a Presidential
decree read on State-Run TV SSBC,
Kiir appointed former governor Dier
Tong to replace Wani. The president
did not give reasons for firing Wani,
but cited presidential powers enshrined in the Constitution. The new
Central Bank governor, Tong, had
previously served in the same position from May 2018 to January this
year when President Kiir dismissed
him and appointed Wani.

WTO puts off
Monday meeting
The expected appointment of Nigeria's former Minister of Finance,
Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, as the next
Director-General of the World Trade
Organisation, (WTO) will have to
wait as the WTO General Council
on Friday postponed indefinitely its
special meeting earlier scheduled
for Nov 9, to complete the process.
Dr Okonjo-Iweala had moved a step
closer to becoming the first woman
and the first African to be director of
the Geneva-based trade watchdog
after securing backing from the EU,
China, Japan and Australia.

SA Treasury on
budget cuts
South Africa’s National Treasury
denies that budget cuts will stifle
growth, Bloomberg reported on
Nov. 6. Proposals to reduce expenditure by about 300 billion rand
($19 billion) over the next three fiscal years drew criticism from politically influential labor groups, civil
society organizations and some opposition lawmakers. “If you were already increasing debt over a 10-year
period and you didn’t get economic
growth from doing that, why will
doing that over the next period
cause economic growth to come?”
Edgar Sishi, the acting head of the
budget office said Friday in a presentation to lawmakers.
WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY

BOOK to READ

The Art of Logic
How to Make Sense in a World that Doesn’t

T

he back cover tells us “Newspaper
headlines and social media use
emotions to warp the facts. Politicians and companies master rhetoric to mislead us. What one book could
help us make sense of it all?” The Art of
Logic. Cheng really means to help readers
construct better arguments in this practical
and inspiring guide to decoding the modern world or what some people have
called a post-truth world.
Anyone can think like a mathematician,
the author argues. Unlike the algorithms

books, which generally concentrate on trying to
use logic to deal with everyday practical tasks,
Cheng applies logic to societal structures and relationships.
Discover the power of analogies and the dangers
of false equivalences. Find out how people construct misleading arguments and how we can
argue back. Split into three parts, the book covers
the power of logic, the limits of logic, and beyond logic.
Cheng’s real life examples are timely; she references common conversations about immigration
and privilege alongside current events such as

the case of the United Airlines passenger
who was removed from an overbooked
flight.
She uses humor, clever analogies and not
too much complex math to help people
(hopefully) become more logical.
Though full of pauses, second glances, and
head-scratches, this is a very welcome
primer in logical thinking.
The book is well written, thought out and is
for anyone who wants to see the world more
clearly.

AUTHOR’S BIO

Eugenia Cheng

Dr Eugenia Cheng is a British mathematician, educator, author, public
speaker, columnist, concert pianist and
artist. She is Scientist In Residence at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
She won tenure in Pure Mathematics at
the University of Sheffield, UK and is
now Honorary Visiting Fellow at City,
University of London.
She is passionate about explaining mathematics to non-mathematicians to rid the
world of math phobia, often using entertaining analogies with food and baking.
Her first popular math book is How to
Bake Pi. Her second book, Beyond Infinity was shortlisted for the Royal Society
Insight Investment Science Book Prize.

WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY
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AMERICAS

TOPICS IN BRIEF
Politics & Elections
- Americans headed to the polls on
Tuesday to vote for their President
and Vice President. Major U.S. news
outlets project that Joe Biden has
been elected President of the United
States. Incumbent President Donald
Trump has sued in several states,
claiming widespread voter fraud.
Former US President George Bush
said Saturday Trump is within his
right to pursue legal challenges and
vote recounts. Counting continues to
determine the final results. Elections
don't getcertified until the counting is
complete. and all outstanding legal
issues are sorted.
-Puerto Ricans voted on Tuesday
for their local leaders but there was
also another decision they had to
make: Whether or not the island
nation should be admitted as the
newest U.S. state. Residents narrowly favored statehood with 52%
of the vote while about 47% of voters were against it, according to the
election commission's website.
-The Unity Labour Party (ULP) of
Prime Minister Ralph Gonsalves
has been elected to govern St. Vincent & the Grenadines for a fifth
term.
-Luis Arce was sworn in as President of Bolivia on Sunday, succeeding Jeanine Áñez, El Mundo
reported.

Inter. Relations
The United States officially withdrew from the Paris Agreement on
Wednesday. President Trump originally announced his intention to
withdraw from the agreement in
2017 and formally notified the
United Nations last year.

CHART of the WEEK
Oct. 31/2020

Investors Wait for Outcome of US Election Drama
CANADA:The S&P/TSX Composite Index posted its biggest
weekly gain in over six months.
Every sector of the benchmark
(except energy) gained ground
with healthcare leading the gains.
The information technology sector was also especially strong. Ecommerce heavyweight stocks
rallied in sympathy with US Internet giants. On the economic front,
Canada's job market added 84,000
new jobs in October, a better figure than expected but one that
means the economy still has more
than 600,000 fewer paid workers
today than it did in February, before COVID-19 struck.
US: Stocks posted their largest
weekly rally since April with the
rally continuing over the last 5
trading sessions, despite the lack
of a clear winner emerging from
Tuesday’s presidential election.
The final results of the U.S. election are still unknown as of this
writing (Friday evening) as votecounting continued in several
pivotal states. In what could further delay a final outcome, the
Trump campaign has launched a
series of lawsuits for the counting of the votes in several states.

●US Jobless Claims
Weekly initial claims for jobless benefits fell by 7,000 to a seasonally adjusted 751,000 for the week ending
on Oct 31, above market expectations of 732,000. This was the third
straight week that claims were below
800,000. They were at their lowest
level since late March, but remained
well above pre-pandemic levels.

LATAM:

Mexican shares rose
with other emerging markets as
investors embraced riskier assets
following U.S. elections. The
IPC Index returned about 4.2%.
In Brazil, the Bovespa Index returned 7.42%. On Tuesday, the
Brazilian Senate passed a bill increasing the autonomy of the
Central Bank of Brazil. The bill
establishes stable terms of four
years for senior officials, and
specifies requirements for the
appointment and dismissal of the
governor and directors of the institution. The bill goes next to
the Chamber of Deputies for
consideration.

E-COMMERCE

▪Enjoei Makes
B3 Debut
razilian on-line clothes and

SOURCE: US DEPT.of LABOR

Economic data continued to show
gradual improvement. Purchasing
managers’ indices for both the
manufacturing and services areas
of the economy improved and
638,000 jobs were added in October, topping most economists’ estimates. However, unemployment
is still double where it was before
the Covid-19. The Fed, meanwhile, unsurprisingly left its monetary policy unchanged and made
no change to asset purchase programs. Policymakers said the US
economy would need increased
fiscal stimulus.

AMERICAS BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS

B furniture shop Enjoei
moved BRL1.14 billion ($211
751k

P.6

MARKETS REVIEW

million) in an initial public offering (IPO) on B3 on Thursday
after pricing its shares at the bottom of the target price range. Enjoei itself earned BRL619
million from the sale of 60.4 million shares in a primary offering,
while
shareholders
raised
BRL516 million from the sale of
50.3 million existing shares in a
secondary offering, the company
said in a securities filing. Enjoei’s shareholders include venture capital investor Monashees.
The company priced the shares at
BRL10.25 each. Enjoei, whose
name means something
02-08 Nov.

like "I'm tired
(of this)",was
founded in
2009 by Tiê
Lima
and
AnaLuiza
McLaren as a
kind of online thrift
shop. Its platform allows
buyers and sellers to communicate directly and negotiate to get
used products at an affordable
price. Its second-quarter gross
merchandise value came in at
112.6 million reais, up 86% from
the same period a year earlier.
BTG Pactual, Bradesco BBI, JPMorgan Chase, XP Inc and UBS
BB managed the offering.
(Picture: Tie Lima Enjoei cofounder)

MSCI
▶ North America
7.56 %
▶ EM Latin America 11.12 %
(Note: Weekly Change %)

NEWS TO WATCH

US trade deﬁcit down
to $63.9B
The U.S. trade deficit fell in September, the US Census Bureau and
the US Bureau of Economic Analysis said in a report on Wednesday.
The gap between what the U.S.
sells and what it buys abroad fell to
$63.9 billion in September, a decline of 4.7%, from a $67 billion
deficit in August. September exports rose 2.6% to $176.4 billion,
while imports ticked up 0.5% to
$240.2 billion. The US' trade
deficit with China decreased by
$2.1 billion to stand at $24.3 billion
at the end of the year's third
trimester, with exports gaining $0.8
billion to $12 billion and imports
from the Asian country diminishing
by $1.3 billion to $36.4 billion.

IDB invests in Banco
W bonds
IDB Invest, part of the InterAmerican Development Bank
(IDB), said Friday that it structured and subscribed a social bond
with a gender focus issued by
Banco W S.A. and registered in
the Colombian Stock Exchange.
The 4-year tenor bond of
COP$150 billion, equivalent to
$39.6 million, is the first gender
social bond in the region issued
by a bank dedicated to microfinance. The resources from the
bond placement will be used to
benefit approximately 25,000
women microentrepreneurs
throughout the country.

New vehicle sales
up in Brazil
New vehicle sales in Brazil during
October rose 3.54% compared to
September, registering the highest
volume of the year, the National
Federation of Motor Vehicle Dealers (Fenabrave) said. In October,
215,053 units were sold compared
to 207,710 in September, for a
total of 1,589,339 units this year, a
decrease of 30.38% compared to
the January-October 2019 period,
when 2,282,804 units were sold.

WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY
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ASIA & PACIFIC
TOPICS IN BRIEF
International Relations
-China is threatening to impose
bans on up to $6 billion of keyAustralian exports such as wine, copper, barley, coal, sugar, timber and
lobster beginning Friday, straining
trade relations between the two
countries, Australian Financial Review reported on Tuesday.
- Japan, India, Australia and the US
begin the Malabar naval exercise,
in what is seen as a push to counter
China's military and economic
power in the region, Reuters reported.

Politics & Elections
- Chinese President Xi Jinping on
Wednesday said that the Chinese
economy is steadily picking up
-Palauans elect their new President.
Surangel Whipps Jr. wins the election
after Raynold Oilouch concedes his
defeat, RNZ reported on Friday.
-Malaysia unveils an RM322.5 billion expansionary 2021 Budget to
boost its domestic economic activity,
according to government reports.

Technology
China successfully launched what
has been described as "the world's
first 6G satellite" into space to test
the technology on Friday.

Armed Conflicts
The Azerbaijani military says it has
captured the city of Shusha in
Nagorno-Karabakh. Armenia and
Artsakh leaders deny the loss of the
city but say "fierce fighting" is ongoing inside the city, The New York
Times reported on Sunday.Clashes
over control of Nagorno-Karabakh, a
region that proclaimed its independence from Baku during a war in the
1990s, broke out in late September.

CHART of the WEEK

MARKETS REVIEW

Notably Higher on Upbeat
Chinese Data
JAPAN:

Equities traded in the
green in the holiday-shortened trading week. Japan’s stock markets
were closed on Tuesday in observance of Culture Day. Anxiety
about the U.S. presidential election
result was offset by investor optimism about Japanese corporate
earnings. The Nikkei 225 Index
jumped 219.95 points, or 0.9 percent, to 24,325.23 on Friday the
highest level since November 1991.
The large-cap TOPIX Index and the
TOPIX Small Index also recorded
strong results for the week. On the
banking front, in a speech at a Meeting with Business Leaders in
Nagoya on Wednesday, Bank of
Japan (BoJ) Governor Haruhiko
Kuroda confirmed his support for the
central bank’s current monetary policy efforts. He also said that “high
uncertainties over the outlook for
economic activity and prices, and
risks are skewed to the downside.”

CHINA: Stocks advanced on better-than-expected Chinese manufacturing data which added to
evidence of China’s rapid recovery
from the coronavirus crisis. China’s
official manufacturing PMI for October came in at 51.4, expanding for
the 8th straight month, vs. 51 and
51.5 previously. On the corporate

3%
SOURCE:RBI

● India Cash Reserve
Ratio
India Cash Reserve Ratio was at 3
percent on Friday (Nov 6) according
to the Reserve Bank of India. Cash
Reserve Ratio in India averaged 5.32
percent from 1999 until 2020, reaching an all time high of 10.50 percent
in March of 1999 and a record low of
3 percent in April of 2020.
WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY

front, the Shanghai Stock Exchange
suspended the $37bn listing of Ant
Group late Tuesday, which had
been set to become the world's
largest IPO. Ant’s founder Jack Ma,
executive chairman Eric Jing and
CEO Simon Hu were summoned
and interviewed by regulators in
China, according to a statement
Monday from the China Securities
Regulatory Commission. The meeting with Jack Ma and top executives and the changing regulatory
environment disqualified the listing,
the exchange said. Unofficially, analysts said the postponement is a serious muscle flex by Chinese
President Xi Jinping over Ant’s
founder, Jack Ma, who is the country’s second-wealthiest man.

AUSTRALIA: The ASX finished
0.8% ahead at a near three-week
high of 6190.2 on Friday as strong
metals prices lifted investor sentiment. The local bourse added 4.4%
over the five sessions to Friday, its
strongest week since early October
and the second-best week since
May. The Reserve Bank of Australia lowered its cash rate to an alltime low of 0.1% from 0.25%, as
widely expected and announced a
bigger foray into quantitative easing
to support job creation and the recovery of the economy.

ASIA/PACIFIC BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
TRANSPORTATION

▪ REX to Move

Big City Routes
ustralia’s Rex Airlines has
taken a huge step towards
launching its domestic operations, with the delivery of its first
Boeing 737-800 NG aircraft.
The plane touched down in Sydney on Nov.5. It’s the first of six
737s leased by Rex and will be
used for training activities before
the proving flight for the Civil
Aviation and Safety Authority
(CASA) on Dec 5. Rex will
begin flying Melbourne-Sydney
return services on 1 March next
year and to Brisbane from
Easter. Rex is Australia’s largest
independent regional airline operating a fleet of 60 Saab 340
aircraft (pre- COVID) on some

A
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1,500 weekly
flights to 59
destinations
throughout
all states in
Australia. In
addition to
the regional
airline Rex,
t h e R e x
Group comprises wholly
owned subsidiaries Pel-Air Aviation (air freight, aeromedical
and charter operator) and the two
pilot academies Australian Airline Pilot Academy in Wagga
Wagga and Ballarat. The airline
was established in 2002 and in
2005 partially floated on the
ASX.
(Picture: Lim Kim Hai REX
CEO)
02-08 Nov.
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6.29 %
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NEWS TO WATCH

CII on ECLGS for
stressed sectors
Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII) has urged the finance ministry
to explore an emergency credit line
guarantee scheme (ECLGS) for sectors severely affected by the Covid,
such as hospitality, tourism aviation
and retail. “CII appreciates the revenue constraints faced by the government and its impact on the
widening fiscal deficit. This intervention, similar to what has been
done for the MSMEs will be a winwin for all," LiveMint quoted Chandrajit Banerjee, Director General,
CII as saying on Sunday. As per industry estimates, travel and tourism,
civil aviation and retail employ
about 9.5 crore people, including direct and indirect employment.

Digital yuan
transactions double
The transaction volumes of digital
yuan doubled during October, according to the Nikkei Asian Review.
More than 4 million transactions
worth over $298.4 million were registered last month. "We have completed the architecture design and
started joint testing," Governor of
China's central bank, Yi Gang, said.
The testing is for now limited to
only four of China's regions, but is
set to significantly expand in the future. A draft bill on the digital currency was introduced last month.

Australian house
prices rise
House prices across Australia have
risen overall for the first time since the
start of COVID-19. Data released this
week from CoreLogic shows the national average rose 0.4 per cent in October, following five months of
national declines. Every state across
Australia (except for Melbourne which
suffered the impact of a second
COVID lockdown) experienced gains.
The CoreLogic figures came as data
out of the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) showed the number of
homes and buildings being approved
for construction rose by 15.4 per cent
in September.
P.7
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TOPICS IN BRIEF
Armed Conflicts
-Four civilians were killed and 22 others injured after a gunman opened fire
in six locations in the streets of Vienna,
Austria, on Mondaynear the central
Schwedenplatz square, the BBC reported on Monday.
- Russian President Vladimir Putin and
French President Emmanuel Macron
discussed in a phone call the ongoing
fighting in Nagorno-Karabakh. "The
presidents exchanged in-depth views
concerning the Nagorno-Karabakh
crisis and reached an agreement that
the hostilities need to be brought to an
end so as to ensure return to negotiations on a realistic basis," the Elysee
Palace said on Nov 7.

Politics & Elections
- Bulgarian Foreign Minister Ekaterina Zakharieva said on Tuesday that
her country does not approve the EU
Negotiating Framework for North
Macedonia yet. In an interview with
Reuters last month, Zakharieva said
that North Macedonia should recognise that both its nationalidentity and
language have Bulgarian roots.
- Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor
Orbán is prepared to veto the EU
budget and the recovery fund if the
payment of funds to member states
is tied to the rule of law, according to
mandiner.hu.

Social
Europe is locking down a second
time. Lithuania and Greece declared a three-week lockdown
starting from Nov 7. Latvia declared a four-week lockdown from
Nov 9. Romania imposes a nationwide nighttime curfew beginning
Nov 9. Anti-restriction protests are
breaking out in a handful of European cities.

CHART of the WEEK
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Equities Rally Despite
New Restrictions
EU: Even though the re-imposition of lockdowns across Europe
is deeply concerning and recent
data show a deterioration of economic activity within the region,
European stocks climbed higher.
England returned to lockdown
for four weeks, Greece also implemented a lockdown that will
last three weeks. A range of
measures are in force including
curfews in the Czech Republic,
Austria, Spain, Italy. The panEuropean STOXX Europe 600
Index rallied 7.02% but the trend
fluctuated with news of developments in the US presidential
vote. On the corporate front,
third quarter results remained upbeat for the most part but the outlook varied significantly between
sectors. In economic news, German service sector turned to contraction in October and DIW said
that German GDP will likely to
fall 1% in Q4.
UK: The FTSE 100 Index advanced 5.97% but UK stocks underperformed as negotiations
with the EU about post-Brexit
trade once again seemed to make
little progress. Both sides said
they were still far apart on the
core issues of state aid for com-

46.9 pt

SOURCE: IHS MARKIT

●Eurozone Services
PMI
The Eurozone PMI Services Business Activity Index landed at 46.9
in October, losing 1.1 index points
since the month before. It was the
lowest reading recorded by the survey since May and indicated a second consecutive monthly decline
in activity.

panies, solving trade disputes,
and fishing rights. On the data
front, UK’s manufacturing PMI
was down to 53.7 in October.
The Bank of England, kept interest rate unchanged at 0.1%. BoE
Governor Andrew stated on
Wednesday the institution was
still working on its policy concerning negative rates, adding
that it had no specific timeline
for that process. The UK Chancellor Rishi Sunak on Thursday
announced a five-month extension of the furlough scheme.

ECB: Governing Council member of the European Central Bank,
Pablo Hernandez de Cos, stated
on Wednesday that new restrictions imposed throughout the EU
could slow down the economic recovery or even lead to a contraction in Spain and other European
countries during Q4. Member of
ECB’s Executive Board Isabel
Schnabel also noted on Thursday
that newly introduced limitations
would lag the recovery from the
economic crisis. Vice President of
the European Central Bank, Luis
de Guindos, said that the eurozone’s growth next year will be
"more sluggish" than anticipated.
From bad to worse.

EUROPEAN BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
FINTECH

▪ Curve Subsidiary
in Lithunia
Curve has set up a new
U K’s
office in Vilnius, Lithuania,

Oct. 2020

P.8
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along with a local subsidiary to
help it serve its European customers following the end of the
Brexit transition period. The
move comes as the UK approaches the end of its negotiations with the European Union,
and with the 31 December approaching for the conclusion of
the Brexit transition period.
Founder and CEO Shachar Bialick says the companyconsidered
Ireland, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands among the options
for setting up its European base,
before settling on Lithuania. “We
chose Lithuania as a gateway to
02-08 Nov.

Europe because of the
ease of business there,
its welcoming culture
and worldclass AML
standards,”
he
said.
“I’m excited
about the
huge boost to the Curve platform
that our license in Lithuania will
give to our growth and ability to
serve customers around Europe.”
The fintech’s new Vilnius office
will be more than just a corporate
shell, it will house Curve’s AML,
compliance and risk management operations.
(Picture: Curve founder and
CEO Shachar Bialick)

MSCI
▶Europe
▶Large Cap

8.96 %
6.96 %

(Note: Weekly Change %)

NEWS TO WATCH

EU economy won't recover until after 2022
European Commission Autumn 2020
Economic Forecast suggested on
Thursday that the European Union
economy won't return to the pre-virus
levels before 2022.“The rebound has
been interrupted,” the EU’s economic
affairs commissioner Paolo Gentiloni
told reporters as he announced new
forecasts. “We never counted on a Vshaped recovery. Now we know for
sure that we won’t have one,” Gentiloni said. Gross domestic product
(GDP) in the 19 countries that use the
euro will bounce back with a growth
rate of 4.2 per cent and 3 per cent in
2021 and 2022, respectively. The last
forecast in July had put eurozone 2021
growth at 6.1 per cent.

New chapter in Hungary’s banking system
Hungarian state-owned Budapest
Bank, MKB Bank and savings group
Takarekbank have signed a deal to form
Hungary’s second-largest banking
group. The deal was widely expected
after the three banks announced a
strategic alliance in May. The Hungarian state will have a 30.35 per cent stake
in the new group, to be called Magyar
Bankholding. The owners of MKB
Bank will hold 31.96 per cent and
Takarekbank will have 37.69 per cent.

German PMI climbs
to 31-month high
Germany's manufacturing sector
carried strong growth momentum
into the
final quarter of 2020, seeing a steep
and accelerated increase in output
alongside a record rise in new orders, latest IHS Markit PMI survey
data showed. However, employment at factories continued to fall,
while business confidence in the
sector suffered the first setback for
seven months. However, despite rising workloads leading to a further
build-up of outstanding business
across the sector, manufacturing
employment fell for the twentieth
month in a row in October.

WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY

MIDDLE EAST
TOPICS IN BRIEF
Disasters
Twenty-eight more people were
found dead under debris in İzmir,
Turkey bringing the death toll to 113.
The earthquake is currently the deadliest this year, Al Jazeera reported on
Monday.

International Relations
-The United Nations General Assembly approved a resolution on Thursday sponsored by Cuba, Egypt,
Kuwait, Morocco, Nicaragua, Oman,
Qatar, and Palestine condemning Israeli forces' use of violence against
Palestinians. 139 nations voted in
favor of the resolution and nine voted
against.

Politics
Turkish Finance Minister Berat Albayrak announced his resignation on
social media on Sunday due to “health
reasons”. His resignation comes a day
after Turkish President Erdogan
sacked the central bank governor.

Law & Crime
The United Arab Emirates overhauls
its legal system to loosen restrictions
on alcohol consumption, permit cohabitation, and criminalize honor
killings, among other changes, AP reported on Sunday.

Middle Eastern stock markets
traded mixed on Monday.
Bahrain's ASI fell 0.05% while
Tel Aviv's TA35 added 1.15%.
Muscat's MSM30 lost 0.13%.
Riyadh's TASI gained 1.99%.
Qatar's Exchange Index ticked
down 0.01%.
Abu Dhabi's General grew
0.07%. Palestine's AL QUDS
moved up 0.77%. Tehran’s TEDPIX lost 1.20%. Lebanon's
BLOM index ticked down
0.05%. Equities traded mostly in
the green on Tuesday. Bahrain's
ASI rose 0.20% while Tel Aviv's
TA35 added 0.73%. Muscat's
MSM30 lost 0.28%. Riyadh's
TASI gained 0.73%. Qatar's Exchange Index grew 0.64%. Abu
Dhabi's General advanced
0.25%. Palestine's AL QUDS
moved up 0.23%. Lebanon's
BLOM index ticked down

REAL ETATE

D tive of Dubai Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, recorded

ubai Start-up Hub, an initia-
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Important

The UAE's trade balance recorded
around AED 5.37 billion ($1.46 billion)
surplus with four Gulf countries during
Q1 2020. The surplus in the UAE's
trade balance is attributed to an increase
in the country's exports to the four Gulf
countries to AED 17.83 billion in
the January-March period of 2020.

a 236 percent year-over-year surge
in membership during the first half
of 2020, despite the ongoing international economic crisis. Membership of the hub, reached 1,568 in
H1-2020, compared to 466 in the
same period last year, while a 13
percent average monthly growth
was observed. Meanwhile, 1,200
entrepreneurs benefitted from
Dubai Start-up Hub’s programmes
and 23 webinars, bringing the total
number of beneficiaries to over
8,200. UAE nationals accounted for
a quarter of all beneficiaries in the
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0.20%. Stocks turned in a mixed
performance on Wednesday.
Bahrain's ASI rose 0.33% while
Tel Aviv's TA35 added 1.11%.
Muscat's MSM30 lost 0.06%.
Riyadh's TASI gained 1.13%.
Qatar's Exchange Index grew
0.27%. Abu Dhabi's General
advanced 0.87%. Palestine's AL
QUDS declined 0.58%. Tehran’s
TEDPIX
jumped
2.06%.
Lebanon's BLOM index was off
0.42%. Stock markets closed
mostly higher on Thursday.
Bahrain's ASI rose 0.05% while
Tel Aviv's TA35 added 0.29%.
Muscat's MSM30 moved up
0.41%. Riyadh's TASI ticked
up 0.01%. Qatar's Exchange
Index rose 1.67%. Abu Dhabi's
General advanced 0.60%. Palestine's AL QUDS declined 0.05%.
Lebanon's BLOM index was off
0.09%.

MIDDLE EAST BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS

Q1 2020

● UAE Trade Balance

MSCI

Smoother Trade as
Anxiety Eases

▪ Dubai
Start-up Hub

FCSA
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$1.46bn
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first six months of the
year. The hub
collaborated
withmore
than 70 business incubators in countries across
the world during Q1 and
Q2, including India, USA, UK,
Russia, Hungary, Germany and
China. In addition, Dubai Start-up
Hub witnessed growing interest and
record participation among international start-ups, and within the Indian, Chinese and African markets
in particular.
(Picture: Dubai Chamber President
and CEO Hamad Buamim)
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NEWS TO WATCH

External ﬁnance to remain elevated in MENA
The Institute of International Finance (IIF) projects capital inflows
to the region to edge up slightly in
2021 to $177 billion in 2021, equivalent to 6.6 percent of GDP.
"Despite narrowing of the deficits in
2021, external financing will remain
elevated. With oil prices expected to
remain below $50/b for the foreseeable future, GCC authorities are implementing serious fiscal adjustment measures to put their finances
on a more sustainable footing," said
Garbis Iradian, IIF's Chief Economist,
MENA. Some countries in the region continue to play an important
role in the EM investment world.

Oman to introduce income tax on high earners
According to a Reuters report dated
Nov 2, Oman’s finance ministry,
said that the Sultanate is expected to
introduce an income tax on high
earners in 2022, in order to bring
down its fiscal deficit.
Bahrain and Kuwait could be the
next GCC countries to introduce income tax after Oman in the oil-rich
region as low crude prices and the
coronavirus pandemic takes a toll
on government revenues,
Khaleej Times reported citing tax
experts. They believe that the next
Gulf country could announce imposing income tax from 2023 onwards on the high net worth
individuals, ranging between 5 to 15
per cent.
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to depict an actual investment.
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BLACK SEA-EURASIA-SE EUROPE
3.RUSSIA Moscov-MOEX

2.UKRAINE Kiev -NBU
1.MOLDOVA Chisinau -BVB

EBRD approves
MAIB loan
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) said
on Tuesday it approved a 15 million
euro senior unsecured loan to
Moldova-Agroindbank (MAIB), to
be used to finance investments by
local small and medium-sized enterprises. The loan with a four-year
maturity, including one-year grace
period, will be available to eligible
SMEʼs in three tranches of EUR 5
million each, the EBRD said.

The share of digital, non-cash
transactions — in total volume
of transactions using payment
cards — increased from 25 per
cent in 2014 to nearly 50 per
cent in late 2019, according to
the National Bank of Ukraine
(NBU). Internet banking has
also been on the rise, with
around 60 per cent of the country’s population now able to access financial products and
services via the digital identification system, according to
Ukraine’s ministry of digital
transformation.

At the end of October, the number of
individuals with a brokerage account
on Moscow Exchange (MOEX) exceeded 7.5 mln. October posted a
monthly record with more than
736,000 people opening brokerage
accounts; 3.6 mln people have
opened brokerage accounts year-todate. In October, the highest ever
number of retail investors – more
than 1.2 mln – traded on MOEX.
MOEX’s average daily trading volume in equities was RUB 78.2 bln
(USD 1 bln).

4.KAZAKHSTAN
Nur-Sultan - AIX

Changes to Board
of Directors
The Astana International Exchange announced changes to its
Board of Directors. Mr. Maxat
Kabashev, Independent Director
and Mr. Temirlan Mukhanbetzhanov, representing AIFC Authority, have resigned effective
from 1 November 2020. The
shareholders have appointed Mrs.
Janet Heckman as an Independent
Director and Mr. James Martin as
a Director, representing the AIFC
Authority.

3

2
5

Brokerage
accounts
openings soar

Non-Cash transactions surge

4

1

CAPITAL MARKETS
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5.ROMANIA Bucharest - BVD

8

6.TURKEY Istanbul- BIST

Fidelis govt bonds
program continues

Foreign investors’
stock holdings falls

Romania’s Ministry of Public Finance (MFP) returns to the capital
market with three new issues of
government bonds for the retail investors, following the success of
the public sale offer (IPO) conducted in August. The new IPO in
the Fidelis program will take place
on the Bucharest Stock Exchange
(BVB) between Nov 9 and 27,
when investors can subscribe government bonds in RON with a maturity of 1and 3 years, and in EUR,
with a maturity of 5 years. The issues target exclusively natural investors, and the minimum
subscription value is RON 5,000
for the RON issues, or EUR 1,000
for the EUR issue.

The market value of foreigners’
Borsa Istanbul (BIST) stock
holdings fell to $19.3bn as of Oct
30, marking the first time it has
fallen below $20bn since March
2009, Bloomberg HT reported on
Nov 5. The latest surge in the depreciation of the Turkish lira
(TRY) is a factor in the sinking
value, but also foreigners pulled
$117mn from the Borsa Istanbul
in the week ending Oct 30,
adding to severe outflows in the
year to date.
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7.AZERBAIJAN Baku-CBA

8.KYRGYZSTAN Almaty -IBC

Deposit auction on
Bloomberg platform

Mining sector in
crisis

The Central Bank of Azerbaijan
(CBA) will hold a deposit auction
for banks on Nov 10 in order to attract 100 million manat ($58.8 million) for a period of 13 days.
According to CBA, the auction will
be held on the Bloomberg trading
platform in the format of a hybrid
auction from 11:00 to 11:15
(GMT+4). The interest rate corridor
on the funds to be raised at the auction has been set within 6.01 - 6.49
percent. The CBA has been holding
deposit auctions since June 2016.

The International Business Council (IBC) lobbying group said on
Nov 3 that it estimates that the
state is losing $50,000 for every
day that the mines stand idle. It is
as yet unclear if any of the mines
have resumed operations.
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■ MOLDOVA - POLITICS

ALBANIA - ECONOMY

Presidential election
goes to second round

C-bank held its
policy rate at 0.5%

Moldova’s presidential election will go to a
run-off on November 15 after results from
the first round of voting showed that opposition leader Maia Sandu held a small lead
over her main opponent, the incumbent
president Igor Dodon. The country’s central
election commission’s data showed that
Sandu, who briefly served as prime minister
in a fragile coalition last year, had taken 36.1
per cent of the vote, with Dodon on 32.66
per cent. Situated between Ukraine and Romania, Moldova, with a small population of
little more than 3.5 million people, has long
been divided between those who promote
strong ties with the European Union and
those who favor close relations with
Moscow.

The Bank of Albania kept its policy rate
unchanged at 0.5 percent during its October meeting, saying that the current monetary policy stance remains appropriate to
guarantee the return of inflation to the 3
percent target in 2021. The annual inflation rate increased to 1.5 percent in September, the highest since June. The bank's
overnight deposit and overnight loan rates
were also kept at 0.1 percent and 0.9 percent, respectively. Gent Sejko, the central
bank governor, warned that the expected
macroeconomic developments remain on
the downside.

■KYRGYZSTAN - POLITICS

Gazprom has filed an appeal to the Polish
Court for the Protection of Competition and
Consumers against Polish Office of Competition and Consumer Protection’s (UOKiK)
decision to fine the Russian gas giant PLN
29 billion (US$7.55 billion) for the construction of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline without
its approval. Poland last month fined
Gazprom and five other companies involved
in the project, including Engie Energy,
Uniper, OMV, Shell, and Wintershall, for
building the pipeline without Warsaw’s approval. The companies other than the Russian firm were fined a total of PLN 234
million (US$60.97 million), and some of
them have already said they would appeal as
well. "The company fundamentally disagrees with the position of UOKiK and the
decision to impose a fine," Gazprom said in
a statement.

Acting president to
step down
Acting president of Kyrgyzstan Sadyr
Zhaparov will step down until Nov. 14 to
run in presidential elections, Kabar reported. Zhaparov said that he has the right
to participate in the upcoming elections if
he resigns before the end of the registration of candidates. As of Nov. 4, 2020, the
Central Election Commission of Kyrgyzstan received 7 applications from citizens
of the Kyrgyz Republic on self-nomination as candidates for the post of president
- Adakhan Madumarov, Arstanbek Abdyldaev, Kuban Choroev, Nazarbek
Nyshanov, Bektur Asanov, Bakyt Baketayev and Kanat Isayev. The early presidential elections will be held on Jan. 10,
2021.

■KAZAKHSTAN - ECONOMY

Lockdown takes toll
on growth in Q3
The economy continued to suffer in the
third quarter, as a lockdown lasted from
early July to late August. Industrial production plummeted, likely as mining output was hurt by lower oil production due
to OPEC+ cuts. Moreover, merchandise
exports were down further in July–August, also dented by OPEC+ cuts, while
fixed capital investment also contracted
in the quarter. More positively, retail sales
rebounded in the third quarter after contracting in the second quarter. GDP is seen
contracting notably this year. Focus Economics analysts project GDP to expand
4.0% in 2021, which is up 0.1 percentage
points from last month’s forecast. For
2022, the economy is seen growing 4.4%.
WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY

■ RUSSIA

- BUSINESS

Gazprom appeals
Poland’s EUR6.45bl fine

■ SLOVENIA- BUSINESS

Telecom Slovenije’s
net profit falls
State-controlled Telekom Slovenije,
Slovenia's biggest telecommunications
operator, said on Thursday its consolidated net profit was down 7% on the year
to 27.4 million euro in the first nine
months of 2020. The group's consolidated
net sales revenue dropped by an annual
4% to 440 million euro in the JanuarySeptember period, while consolidated operating revenue declined 2% to 450
million euro, the telco said in its interim
financial report. “Regardless of the challenges we are facing this year, Telekom
Slovenije Group remains financially stable and continues to adapt its activities to
the changing market conditions while
carefully monitoring and assessing the
risks so it can take appropriate measures.”
02-08 Nov.
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CEE Banking
in crisis and
recovery
mode
evelopments
in
CEE banking are
currently affected
by the COVID-19 crisis.
However, the conditions
with which local banking
sectors are entering this
crisis are extremely good,
partly also due to record
profitability and substantially improved asset
quality reached in 2019,
according to the 2020
CEE Banking Report by
Raiffeisen Research. Positive earnings developments were definitely
supported by strong profitability on the Russian
and Ukrainian market,
while positive asset quality trends were mainly
clustered in the CE/SEE
markets. Overall, the EE
region could once again
become a major revenue
driver for some leading
CEE banks in 2020, as it
was in 2011-2013. Back
then banking sectors of
the CE/SEE region suffered from the double dip
recession in the context of
the euro area crisis, while
the EE region showed
strong profitability ratios.
“Overall, we would expect a profitability drop
by 30-50% in 2020 and
2021 compared to a nonCOVID scenario. Nevertheless, CEE banking
markets continued to outperform euro area developments in H1 2020, a
trend that shall continue
going forward.”

D

In Sep 2020, industrial
producer prices rose by
0.3% in both the euro
area and the EU, compared with August. The
largest decrease was observed in Cyprus (-1.3%).

GREECE
In Sept 2020, industrial
producer prices fell by
0.3% in Greece, Eurostat
data showed.

CROATIA
In Sept 2020, industrial
producer prices were unchanged in Croatia, compared with August 2020.

ROMANIA
In Sept 2020, industrial
producer prices were unchanged in Romania,compared with August 2020.

SLOVENIA
In Sept 2020, industrial
producer prices were unchanged in Slovenia, compared with August 2020.

BULGARIA
In Sept 2020, industrial
producer prices increased
by 0.4% in Bulgaria, compared with August 2020.
Source: Eurostat
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12.P BONDS-FOREX-CRYPTO-COMMODITIES
Investment Demand for Gold Grows in Q3

COMMODITIES

G

lobal gold demand dropped by 19% y-o-y to
892t in Q3, according to the World Gold
Council’s latest Gold Demand Trends report.

Louise Street
Market Intelligece
WGC

While overall demand declined, Q3 saw significant
growth in investment demand which rose by 21%
y-o-y. Investors globally bought 222.1t of gold
bars and coins and an additional 272.5t through
gold-backed ETFs. Year-to-date, gold ETFs have
increased their holdings by a record1,003.3t.
Louise Street, Market Intelligence at the World
Gold Council (WGC), commented: “The impact
of COVID-19 is still being felt in the gold market
across the world. The combination of continued
social restrictions in many markets, the economic

● CURRENCIES

impact of lockdowns, and all-time high gold prices
in many currencies proved too much for many
jewellery buyers. We believe that this trend will
likely continue for the foreseeable future. However, looking to the investor landscape we saw further record inflows into gold-backed ETFs in Q3,
taking the global total to a record high. It was
equally encouraging to see gold’s role as a safehaven for retail investors shine through this
quarter, as people continue to seek stability in
volatile markets.”

World Government 10-Year Yield

NOTE: Major FOREX rates performance ( 02-06/11/2020 )

■ AFRICA
• EGP/USD - Egyptian Pound
US Dollar - Highest: 0.06396
Lowest:
0.06344
• ZAR/USD - South African
Rand US Dollar - Highest:
0.06423, Lowest: 0.06084
• GHS/USD - Ghanaian Cedi
US Dollar - Highest: 0.1728
Lowest:
0.1692
• USD/NGN-US Dollar Nigerian Naira – Highest: 381.350
Lowest:
380.250

■ ASIA
• JPY/USD - Japanese Yen US
Dollar-Highest: 0.969300
Lowest:
0.949200
• HKD/USD - Hong Kong
Dollar US Dollar - Highest:
0.1290, Lowest: 0.1289.
• INR/USD - Indian Rupee US
Dollar - Highest: 0.01354
Lowest:
0.01334
• KRW/USD - Korean Won US
Dollar - Highest: 0.000894
Lowest:
0.000872
SGD/USD - Singapore Dollar
US Dollar – Highest: 0.7426

Lowest:

■ AMERICAS

0.7292

US Dollar Index (DXY) Highest: 94.30
Lowest: 92.18
• USD/CAD - US Dollar Canadian Dollar - Highest: 1.3371
Lowest:
1.3017
• MXN/USD - Mexican Peso
US Dollar - Highest: 0.04876
Lowest:
0.04546
• ARS/USD - Argentinian Peso
US Dollar - Highest: 0.01280
Lowest:
0.01260
• BRL/USD - Brazil Real US
Dollar – Highest:
0.1866
Lowest:
0.1734

■ EUROPE
• EUR/USD - Euro US Dollar Highest: 0.1891 Lowest: 0.1603
• GBP/USD - British Pound
US Dollar - Highest: 1.3178
Lowest:
1.2853
• EUR/CHF - Euro Swiss
Franc - Highest:
1.0733
Lowest:
1.0655
• RUB/USD - Russian Ruble
US Dollar - Highest: 0.01305

Lowest:
0.01235
• PLN/USD - Polish Zloty US
Dollar - Highest:
0.2641
Lowest:
0.2517

■ MIDDLE EAST
• TRY/USD - Turkish Lira US
Dollar - Highest: 0.1199
Lowest:
0.1164
• JOD/USD - Jordan Dinar US
Dollar - Highest: 1.4127
Lowest:
1.4075
• KWD/USD - Kuwaiti Dinar
US Dollar - Highest: 3.2758
Lowest:
3.2635
• ILS/USD - Israeli Shekel US
Dollar - Highest:
0.2967
Lowest:
0.2918

■ OCEANIA
• AUD/USD - Australian Dollar US Dollar - Highest: 0.7290
Lowest:
0.6991
• NZD/USD - New Zealand
Dollar US Dollar - Highest:
0.6725, Lowest: 0.6589
• FJD/USD - Fiji Dollar US
Dollar – Highest:
0.4782
Lowest:
0.4590
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■ Mexico

Highest: 53.16
Lowest: 49.50
Change: -9.04%

Highest: 6.110
Lowest: 5.850
Change: -4.992%

Highest: 0.878
Lowest: 0.739
Change: -7.143%

Highest: 1.202
Lowest: 1.120
Change: -2.106%

Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.428
Change: 1.039%

Highest: 6.290
Lowest: 5.880
Change: -4.523%

Highest: 7.690
Lowest: 7.270
Change: -3.548%

Highest: 9.410
Lowest: 8.765
Change: -3.757%

Highest: 0.694
Lowest: 0.574
Change: -2.699%

Highest: 1.645
Lowest: 1.526
Change: 0.387%

Highest: 3.250
Lowest: 3.166
Change: 0.595%

Highest: 0.161
Lowest: 0.071
Change:-27.007%

Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.389
Change: 3.528%

Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.553
Change: -5.525%

Highest: 0.000
Lowest: -0.673
Change: -0.560%

Highest: 0.305
Lowest: 0.275
Change: -11.290%

Highest: 5.914
Lowest: 5.837
Change: -0.170%

Highest:14.430
Lowest: 13.460
Change: -2.057%

Highest: 6.630
Lowest: 6.354
Change: -5.923%

Highest: 0.286
Lowest: 0.173
Change: 5.725%

Highest: 0.762
Lowest: 0.603
Change: -13.928%

Highest: 0.945
Lowest: 0.718
Change: -4.473%

Highest: 0.057
Lowest: 0.019
Change: -51.220%

Highest: 176.83
Lowest: 175.53
Change: -0.07%

■ Australia
■ Belgium
■ Brazil

■ Canada
■ China

■ France

■ Germany
■ India

NOTE: Leading cryptocurrencies indices performance
02-06/11/2020. Source: Investing.com
•BTC/USD,Bitcoin USD
Highest: 15,955.2
Lowest: 13,214.2
•ETH/USD-Ethereum USD
Highest: 457.79
Lowest: 370.96
•XRP/USD - Ripple USD
Highest: 0.26135
Lowest: 0.22803
•USDT/USD- Tether USD
Highest: 1.0012,Lowest 0.9980
•BCH/USD-BitcoinCash USD
Highest: 271.25
Lowest: 231.13
•LTC/USD -Litecoin USD

■ Argentina*

Highest:
63.659
L2owest: 51.502
•EOS/USD - EOS USD
Highest: 2.5447
Lowest: 2.2508
• BNB/USD-Binance Coin
USD Highest: 29.4412
Lowest:
25.8393
• BCHSV/USD -Bitcoin Cash
SV USD Highest: 169.94
Lowest
145.48
• XLM/USD - Stellar USD
Highest:
0.08537
Lowest:
0.07256
• LEO/USD - LEO USD

Highest: 0.21725
Lowest: 0.20035
• ADA/USD - Cardano USD
Highest: 0.10998
Lowest: 0.08818
• XMR/USD - Monero USD
Highest: 124.47
Lowest: 105.43
• TRX/USD - Tron USD
Highest: 0.026292
Lowest: 0.023254
• HT/USD - Huobi Token USD
Highest: 4.1770
Lowest: 3.3495
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■Indonesia
■ Italy

■ Japan

■ Poland
■ Russia

■ South Africa
■ South Korea
■ Spain

■ Switzerland
■ Taiwan
■ Turkey
■ UK

■ USA

■EURO BUND

* 1-Y Bond Yield Note:
Performance 02-06/10/2020
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Business Adventures
Twelve Classic Tales from the World of Wall Street

F

irst published in 1969, Business Adventures is one of 56 books written
by Brooks. It's not about investment
strategy, management theory or any of that
stuff.
A business classic, the book teaches lessons
about people – how they act, how brilliant,
stupid, irrational can be. Business Adventures comprises accounts of 12 key moments
in American industry, including the 1962
stock market crash, the IRS code codification, the Texas Gulf oil scandal, the Xerox
rollercoaster success, the creation and failure

of Ford Motor Company's Edsel, the Piggly
Wiggly supermarket chain, General Electric,
the New York Stock Exchange,
Tennessee Valley Authority administrator
David Lilienthal, BF Goodrich and the Federal Exchange versus the pound sterling. The
stories might be old and some names unfamiliar, but every chapter of the twelve in the
book has relevance to the modern era.
History can be seen repeating itself. This
book is good for those who like economic
history, and want to learn from the lessons
of the past. Alex Brooks, the author' son told

Quartz of his late father : "I think he was one
of the first to consider business journalism
as a sort of topic for just general popular
readership," "I think mostly before he came
along business journalism was written for
businessmen.
The idea of telling business stories as just
kind of entertaining pieces of reading was a
real innovation."

John Brooks

Born in New York in 1920,
Brooks grew up in New Jersey and graduated from Princeton University in 1942. He
was a longtime contributor to The New
Yorker magazine, where he worked for
many years as a staff writer, specializing in
financial topics. He was known for his ability to give Wall Street trends, history and
personalities a narrative flavor far beyond
standard financial reportage. Although he is
remembered primarily for his writings on financial topics he also published three novels: The Big Wheel" (1949), "A Pride of
Lions" (1954), and "The Man Who Broke
Things" (1958).

WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY
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the WEEK AHEAD

ECONOMIC CALENDAR

N

ext week, the economic calendar will be fully-loaded: CPI out
of China, ZEW Economic Sentiment out of Germany, UK’s Q3 GDP,
US JOLTs Job Openings and Initial
Jobless Claims and many more. The
Reserve Bank of New Zealand will announce its monetary policy decision.

■ MONDAY
JAPAN: Coincident Indicator
MoM Sep, Leading Index MoM
Sep, Leading Index Preliminary
Release, Adjusted Current Account,
Bank Lending YoY Oct, Core Machinery Orders YoY, Core Machinery Orders MoM, Current Account
n.s.a. Sep
SWITZERLAND: Unemployment
Rate n.s.a. Oct, Unemployment
Rate s.a. Oct
GERMANY: Current Account Balance n.s.a Sep, Exports & Imports
MoM Sep, Trade Balance Sep, German 10-Year Bund Auction
EUROZONE: Sentix Investor Confidence Nov
SOUTH AFRICA: Business Confidence
BRAZIL: BCB Focus Market
Readout, Auto Production MoM,
Auto Sales MoM
CHILE: Copper Exports USD Oct,
Exports & Imports USD , Trade
Balance Oct
CANADA: Housing Starts
USA: Wholesale Trade Sales
MoM, CB Employment Trends
Index Oct, Loan Officer Survey
TURKEY: Treasury Cash Balance
NEW ZEALAND: Electronic Card
Retail Sales MoM & YoY Oct
UK: RICS House Price Balance,
BRC Retail Sales Monitor YoY Oct
AUSTRALIA: NAB Business
Confidence Oct, NAB Business
Survey Oct

CHINA: CPI MoM & YoY Oct,
PPI YoY Oct

■ TUESDAY
JAPAN: Economy Watchers Current Index Oct
FRANCE: Unemployment Rate
Q3, Industrial Production MoM
Sep
UK : Average Earnings ex Bonus
Sep, Average Earnings Index
+Bonus Sep,
Claimant Count Change Oct, Employment Change 3M/3M MoM
Sep, Unemployment Rate Sep
TURKEY: Quarterly 3-month Jobless Average
ITALY:Industrial Production YoY
& MoM Sep
GERMANY
ZEW Current Conditions Nov,
ZEW Economic Sentiment Nov
EUROZONE: ZEW
Economic
Sentiment
SOUTH AFRICA: Manufacturing
Production MoM Sep
BRAZIL: Brazilian IPCA Inflation
Index SA MoM
USA: EIA Short-Term Energy Outlook, Redbook YoY & MoM,
IBD/TIPP Economic Optimism,
JOLTs Job Openings Sep, WASDE
Report, NFIB Small Business Optimism Oct
AUSTRALIA: Westpac Consumer
Sentiment Nov
NEW ZEALAND: RBNZ Interest
Rate Decision, RBNZ Monetary
Policy Statement, RBNZ Rate Statement, RBNZ Press Conference

■ WEDNESDAY
JAPAN: Machine Tool Orders YoY,
Core Machinery Orders YoY & MoM
Sep, PPI MoM & YoY Oct, Tertiary
Industry Activity Index MoM
UK: Construction Output YoY &
MoM, GDP YoY Q3, GDP MoM, In-

dustrial Production MoM & YoY
Manufacturing Production MoM &
YoY, Monthly GDP 3M/3M Change,
Trade Balance, Trade Balance NonEU, NIESR GDP Estimate,
TURKEY:Current Account USD
Sep
CHINA : M2 Money Stock YoY,
New Loans, Outstanding Loan
Growth YoY, Chinese Total Social
Financing
USA: OPEC Monthly Report, MBA
30-Year Mortgage Rate, MBA Mortgage Applications WoW, MBA Purchase Index, Mortgage Market Index,
Mortgage Refinance Index, Retail
Sales YoY Sep, Retail Sales MoM
Sep, Seevol Cushing Storage Report,
INDIA: M3 Money Supply
RUSSIA: Trade Balance Sep
BRAZIL: Foreign Exchange Flows
AUSTRALIA: MI Inflation Expectations, NAB Business Confidence

■ THURSDAY
GERMANY: German WPI MoM,
CPI MoM & YoY Oct, German
HICP MoM & YoY Oct, WPI YoY
UK: Business Investment QoQ &
YoY Q4, Construction Output
MoM Sep, U.K. Construction Output YoY Sep
GDP QoQ Q3,
Index of Services, Industrial Production MoM & YoY Sep, Manufacturing Production YoY & MoM
Sep, Trade Balance Sep, Trade Balance Non-EU Sep, BRC Retail
Sales Monitor YoY
USA: IEA Monthly Report, Continuing Jobless Claims, Core CPI
YoY & MoM Oct, Core CPI Index
Oct, CPI YoY & MoM Oct, CPI
Index n.s.a. Oct, CPI Index, s.a Oct,
CPI, n.s.a MoM Oct, Initial Jobless
Claims, Jobless Claims 4-Week
Avg., Real Earnings MoM Oct,
Cleveland CPI MoM Oct, Crude

Oil Inventories, EIA Refinery
Crude Runs WoW, Crude Oil Imports, Cushing Crude Oil Inventories, Distillate Fuel Production,
EIA Weekly Distillates Stocks,
Gasoline Production, Heating Oil
Stockpiles, EIA Weekly Refinery
Utilization Rates WoW, Gasoline
Inventories, Federal Budget Balance Oct
CANADA:New Housing Price
Index MoM
EUROZONE: ECB Economic Bulletin, Eurogroup Meetings, Industrial Production MoM & YoY Sep
SOUTH AFRICA: Gold Production YoY Sep, Mining Production
Sep, Unemployment Rate Q3, Unemployment Q3
INDIA: CPI YoY Oct, Cumulative
Industrial Production Sep, Industrial
Production YoY Sep , Manufacturing Output MoM Sep
BRAZIL: Brazilian Service Sector
Growth MoM & YoY Sep
RUSSIA:Central Bank reserves
USD, GDP Quarterly YoY Q3
ARGENTINA: CPI MoM Oct
AUSTRALIA: Westpac Consumer
Sentiment

■ FRIDAY
INDIA: WPI Inflation YoY
TURKEY: Turkish Retail Sales
MoM, Turkish Retail Sales YoY
FRANCE: CPI MoM Oct, HICP
MoM Oct
SPAIN: CPI YoY Oct
EUROZONE: GDP QoQ & YoY
Q3, Trade Balance Sep
RUSSIA: GDP Quarterly YoY
USA: Core PPI MoM Oct, PPI
MoM Oct, Michigan Consumer
Expectations Nov, Michigan Consumer Sentiment Nov

in FOCUS

Reserve Bank of New Zealand
Interest Rate Decision
The Reserve Bank of New Zealand held its
official cash rate (OCR) at a record low of
0.25% on Sep 23, as economists expected
and retained its large scale asset purchase
(LSAP) programme at as much as NZD
100 billion. The Committee in March 2020
said it would keep the OCR at 0.25% for
at least a year. Policymakers said that the
decision was necessary to further lower
household and business borrowing rates in

Photo:
Reserve Bank
(RBNZ) governor

Adrian Orr
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order to achieve the inflation and employment target.
The board also highlighted that a severe
and prolonged economic downturn would
make it difficult to achieve its inflation and
employment objectives.
New Zealand suffered its worst economic
contraction since the Great Depression in
the second quarter, with gross domestic
product shrinking 12.2%.
WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY
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UAE - Dubai ( Nasdaq Dubai )

NEW ZEALAND - Wellington ( NZX )

Listing of $600 million Sukuk by IsDB

NZX-EEX for NZ ETS Auctions

Nasdaq Dubai welcomed on Nov
2 the listing of a UDS 600 million
Sukuk by the Islamic Corporation
for the Development of the Private Sector (ICD), the private sector arm of the Islamic
Development Bank (IsDB). The
capital raised from the Sukuk will
support ICD’s wide-ranging de-

A joint bid by NZX and the European Energy Exchange (EEX)
has been selected to develop
and operate the managed auction service for the New
Zealand Emissions Trading
Scheme (NZ ETS), NZX announced. NZX Chief Executive,
Mark Peterson, said the suc-

WORLD MARKETS WEEKLY

velopment activities within its 55
member countries which include
creating competition, entrepreneurship, employment opportunities and export potential, as well
as encouraging the development
of Islamic financing activities
such as the debt and equity capital
markets.
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4.43%
0.93%
2.73%
3.82%
6.66%
5.34%
5.75%
4.04%
5.87%
3.60%
2.53%
2.11%
5.72%
6.59%
3.40%
5.45%

cessful bid to the Ministry for
the Environment showcased the
value of bringing together the
deep experience and capabilities
of NZX and EEX to implement
and operate a solution tailored
to meet the needs of New
Zealand and NZ ETS participants.
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ADVERTISEMENT

World Markets is a leading weekly publication about finance, business, politics and investments. Readers include stock market
executives, business leaders, international entrepreneurs, bankers, investors, traders, academics, economists, public administration
officials whom we keep informed about the
events that really matter.
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